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the field-upgradeable spectramax minimax 300 imaging cytometer enables quick imaging and
analysis of cells and gives you a front-row view of phenotypic changes that accompany cytotoxicity,
cell proliferation, and protein expression. joel and ethan coen have taken the blue-collar comedy of
their last movie, inside llewyn davis, and enhanced it with a backdrop of a low-budget underwater

adventure. like davis, the title character encounters a roiling ocean of curiosities. this time, though,
the coen brothers find their subject in the deep: the sea. a fish-out-of-water fish, we follow him, a

disreputable thief, through the hidden world of a sea-change biologist and her team of sea-creatures
who help a micro-fish, whose gender is in question, elude the law, the police, and the ocean's

inhabitants. it's a watery chase movie that's loaded with intellectual insight and plenty of off-beat
humor. the first new imax documentary ever filmed at the bottom of the world and the deepest
ocean on earth. the new film, which travels to incredible new depths, reveals amazing images of
creatures we’ve never seen before and takes audiences on an extraordinary journey to the most
remote corners of the ocean. 911biomed simple things go wrong coremelt lock and load x crack
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imax, the world’s largest theatrical motion picture exhibition company, today
announced the blu-ray™ home entertainment release of the highly anticipated
feature documentary deep sea. directed by acclaimed filmmaker howard hall,

and featuring a spectacular array of state-of-the-art, full-length 3d imagery
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and immersive sound, deep sea showcases the amazing world of the deep sea,
including a colossal, awe-inspiring array of breathtaking and mesmerizing

images of the countless fascinating creatures that live in the sea. the blu-ray™
release of deep sea will be available for purchase beginning november 5,

2009. deep sea is a fascinating and visually stunning journey that showcases
the spectacular underwater world of the deep sea. the feature-length

documentary (running approximately 90 minutes) is the brainchild of award-
winning filmmaker howard hall, who grew up in the thriving ocean community
of point loma, california, a few miles from the san diego seaworld marine park.

in 1989, hall first visited the great barrier reef off the coast of australia, and
was transfixed by the creatures he encountered. it was not until his 1997
debut feature-length documentary, into the deep, that hall’s passionate

interest and attention to the deep sea world was fully realized. hall’s
documentary “is a non-stop five-hour adventure through the incredible world
of the deep sea. we begin in the caribbean, with a crew of parrotfish heading

to their favorite den. we follow them as they search for their next meal,
mollusks, crustaceans and sea turtles, and then drift with them as they slowly
submerge under the waves. we witness a mass migration of hermit crabs, and

then follow a turtle as it clambers back to the surface for air. we see an
octopus fishing in a rockpool, and then we follow the octopus as it changes
color, before being carried by the currents to a distant reef. finally, we float
with a school of lion fish, and watch them give birth to their new recruits.”
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